Homes™ for Real Estate

Qfuse™ is a total solution for realtors and property managers who want to add a new
dimension to their marketing efforts. Qfuse makes it easy to create QR codes that can
be placed in advertisements, signage, flyers and just about any other marketing
materials. When the code is scanned it shows a mobile website specially formatted for
smartphones, featuring your property!

Mobile Sites Promoting Homes for Sale
Create professional-looking websites which can be used
to showcase properties for sale. Upload property images;
display key information such as asking price, square
footage, number of rooms, etc; make contacting you
easy as the push of a button.
	
  

Mapping and GPS
Display a physical map (with driving directions) right on the site
so potential buyers can see exactly where the home is located.

Contacts at a Touch
Qfuse makes it easy for everyone to reach the real estate
agent with click-to-call, text messaging, and email.
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Homes™ for Real Estate
QR Codes
When you put a QR Code on your real estate
marketing/promotional materials you open the door to display
information about a home or property in an interactive way that no
basic printout can do.
	
  

Photos & Video
Showcase images of the exterior and interior of any property; you
can display as many as you want. Or maybe you can now take
advantage of video walkthroughs which guides the prospect
through each room for an interactive experience that a sign or
flyer could never do.
	
  

Social Sharing
Qfuse makes it easy for visitors to share your property with their
friends on popular social networks for additional exposure
through personal referrals.

	
  

Easy to Setup & Manage
Your real estate mobile site setup is easy with predefined templates; all site pages and QR codes are
managed from a simple dashboard interface.

	
  

Request a Demo
Let us show you how Qfuse can bring a new dimension to your
real estate marketing with mobile websites and QR codes.
Sales@qfuse.com | (888) 95-QFUSE
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